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In to the discussion paper "At the Crossroads", on behalf of the
Launceston City Council I would like to make the following comments.

There are a number of comments about larger and or
councils".

No doubt are different resource levels and to
Councils. However there should be come caution with this type of comment
and comparison. Grants Commission analysis focuses on
expenditure not long term funding .requirements; Depending on the

infrastructure issues can a long time to
expenditure.

The of financial relationships between and Local
would of complaints shifting.

In Tasmania the review is being carried out on the of a revenue
outcome overall. If adopted it may well improve transparency but it is
unlikely to be viewed as a resolution to cost shifting as -it not

of the five main causes suggested by the
Commission.

propose a betterment tax.

This occurs in some through the choice of the
is for rating (ie capital, land or annual value).

The is conscious of local government's low of net

The of obtaining borrowing approval on "annual allocation" is
no appropriate. If debt is to be to manage the funding of

than "balance the budget", Councils need the to
borrow when the project justifies the borrowing.



"... it whether a reduction in the minimum be
without further examination ..."

It is understood that Commonwealth fiscal policy is a redistributive
to meet community needs. The of Financial
Grants Personal Income Tax sharing and is a strong

argument Commonwealth taxation revenue should be with
all Local Government.

"... sustaining councils that might otherwise rapidly to
realities?"

Grants should not be to perpetuate "what is", if there are overall
outcomes can be delivered by a structural change.

Questionnaire
It is not to give an informed or a to all the

so the are

1a
* if the real of funding.
» or the minimum per
» an pool of funding for Councils are as

funding
« should be conditions

«
»
«

» the of the of

1b&1c
There to be opportunities for a of the
Although are strengths in the the
approach.

1d
Do not tied

1e
can be but not in a to say is

preferred or the current one.



1f
Other options can be considered but not in a to say is

or than the current one.

2
Local Government should be involved in discussions. The difficulty is of

the differing functions of Local Government the
It may be that the discussion to be the

delivered to the community rather than which part of government
them. For example, the issues of infrastructure funding for and

should not be lost because of differing service providers in
different

3
Information and understanding can be developed but improvements to
come from within councils rather than be imposed from above,

methods such as compulsory competitive tendering and
pegging really better community outcomes?

4
A of the funding options and in

be of including
of a

5
Worth further

6
Agree that existing rather than new bodies or structures should be

Option 7
Roles and functions reviews have been tried in the past. These
are locally through negotiation the of government.
It is unlikely one imposed approach would suit all Councils or the
communities they serve. However the transfer of functions to occur
on an basis. We should not unnecessarily try to prevent the
evolution of government relations.

8
involvement is important. How of
can occur in addition to involvement may not be

to



9
Don't the of a the

poof.

Yours

ley


